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in the morning of the restoration joseph smith recorded that
when he and sidney rigdon had retranslated john 529

while we meditated upon these things the lord touched the eyes of our
understandings and they were opened and we beheld the glory of
the son on the right hand of the father and now after the many
testimonies which have been given of him this is the testimony last of
all which we give of him that he lives for we saw him even on the
right hand of god and we heard the voice bearing record that he is the
only begotten of the father that by him and through him and of
him the worlds are and were created and the inhabitants thereof are
begotten sons and daughters unto god dacd&c 7619247619 24

thus the prophet joseph adumbrated the themes which constitute
the distinctive mormon cosmology a myriad of worlds the over-
arching redemptive mission of jesus christ and the simultaneous
spiritual and intellectual communication of that vision from god to
his children

this cosmological vision was further illuminated in the book of
moses as god declared that worlds without number have I1 created

for mine own purpose and by the son I1 created them which is
mine only begotten moses 133 to fulfill their roles in this cosmic
drama ofredemption latter day saints were enjoined to instruct one
another in theory in principle in doctrine in the law of the gospel
in all things that pertain unto the kingdom of god that are expedient
for you to understand of things both in heaven and in the earth and
under the earth things which have been things which are things
which must shortly come to pass dacd&c 8878 79
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by the nauvoo period the foundation had been laid for a remark-
able complex set of spiritual and intellectual relationships between
latter day saint theology and cosmology and between mormon
religious practice and secular scientific and technological progress

erich robert pauls science religion andmormonand mormon cosmology
presents a carefully crafted analysis of this relationship and an
assessment of its impact on latter day saint thought and theology
an unabashedly scholarly history it is replete with learned footnotes
and includes an excellent bibliographical essay itmay be a sign ofthe
times that it was written by a latter day saint professor at an
institution of higher learning on the eastern slope of the appala-
chians it may also be portentous that the bookwas published by the
university press of a state whence the mormonscormons were driven out at
gunpoint in the winter of 1846 a press now boasting one of the
longest book lists on mormon history plainly bound but graced by
illustrations ranging from medieval cosmological schemes to the
hertzsprung russell diagram of stellar evolution the book is a sub-
stantial contribution to the growing library of books on mormon
intellectual history

the issues raised by the complex relationships among science
LDS theology and its revealed cosmology have philosophical theo-
logical sociological and scientific ramifications paul has chosen to
analyze these issues in a historical perspective permitting the reader
to see the cultural settings in which the relationships of science and
religion have been shaped this approach is critical to understanding
the perceived conflicts between science and latter day saint theol-
ogy it may also help us eventually to recognize that the dilemma is

more artificial than real stemming from an incomplete comprehen-
sion of the character of science and of theology as intellectual and
spiritual enterprises

the book is divided into two sections issues in science and
religion and mormonism and cosmology in the first paul out-
lines the development of modem science with a heavy emphasis
on physics 1 as an intellectual social and cultural enterprise and
traces the genealogy of the conflict model of the relationship between
science and religion he is especially successful in showing the
tentative revisionist character of modem science and its inability to
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root out of its systematic approach to nature all hedges intuitions
and purely aesthetic model constructions here for example is the
restive newton revising his speculations on the character of light in
order to excise unwanted hermetic tendencies inherited from al-

chemy only to replace them by the universal law of gravitation
according to it the same place of pride once accorded magic

in this chapter paul also introduces modem cosmological
views of the age and origin of the universe the current big bang
model of the universe and the idea of the plurality of worlds the
plurality of worlds is a major theme which occupied many in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and from the churchschurche earliest
days captured the imagination of many latter day saint thinkers and
theologians in an engaging reprise in the penultimate chapter paul
gives an overview of the current search for extraterrestrial intelli-
gence SETI a quest of truly epic potential for making contact with
other life forms who might be the inhabitants of those worlds
without number which moses and the prophetjosephprophetjoseph saw in vision
moses 133 see also dacd&c 7624 9310

the third chapter the nature of modem science presents
the scientific enterprise as an extraordinarily dynamic process of
engaging the world in dialogue with itself and the human mind al6166l1
for most latter day saints raised on a diet of imprecise statements
about true science and true religion as allies in aprettifierprettifiedprettified search
for truth which leads along a magical yellow brick road to true
reality this chapter is likely to administer a healthy shock compar-
ing the methods and metaphysical foundations of science and
theology rather than their objectives paul finds fascinating similari-
ties and points of contact as well as the familiar differences indeed
the warfare model for the relationship between science and
theology may be as much a cultural hangover from the late nine-
teenth century as darwinscarwinsDarwins nature red in tooth and claw 2 latter
day saints through most of the nineteenth century seemed to feel no
particular sense of conflict and there is a substantial basis for a
synergistic relationship 3

the thematic heart of the book is its second section in which
paul focuses on mormon cosmology as it relates both to the physical
and the transcendent universe here paul has ranged broadly to
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portray the influence of contemporaneous religious and scientific
thought on individual LDS thinkers and leaders he begins of
course with joseph smith using the idea of plurality of worlds as

connective tissue in limningliening the prophets far reaching view of god
man and the universe brigham youngs fascination with astronomi-
cal topics is briefly described 111414 16 and one sees enough to
wish for a more detailed exposition in some future work A subse-
quent chapter is devoted to orson pratts unified atomistic and
cosmological theories based on theological and scientific consider-
ations firmly in the grip of the nineteenth century mechanical view
of the universe pratt is nevertheless as modernmodem as P A M dirac
in understanding the central role of theory as opposed to baconian
induction as the primary determinant of meaning in scientific
thought 4 the general themes of governing worlds a plurality of
worlds and creation as a process oforganizing preexistent materials
were all in place at an early stage of church history helped along to
a significant degree by both pratt brothers as well as by brigham
young for the remainder of the nineteenth century speculation on
these topics found a favorable place in the sermons ofchurch leaders
and in such publications as the millennial star the improvement
era and even the young womanscomanswomansiournaljournaltournai

the drive for education and the practical bent for using science
and technology to improve the material lot ofofzionzion sent many young
latter day saints back east to graduate school at the end of the
nineteenth century in a chapter on science in the church hierar-
chy paul traces the ways in which the optimism about science and
technology typical of the period shaped several men whose careers
in science were cut short by calls to ecclesiastical service richard R

lyman joseph F merrill james E talmage and john A widtsoe of
the council of the twelve apostles these men whose professional
acquaintance with science allowed them to interpret sympatheti-
cally its discoveries and inner workings to members ofthe church
were largely responsible for the moderate attitude toward science
which prevailed until the 1940s and 1950s the most prolific exem-
plar of this mormon scientism however was B H roberts who was
without formal scientific training but was a man of keen and adven-
turesometuresome insight in pauls study elders roberts and talmage emerge
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primarily as the exponents of LDS cosmology elders widtsoe and
merrill on the other hand are seen to focus on the rational character
of science viewed as a search for truth and on the potential for pro-
ductive individual synthesis ofscientific thought and religious faith

cosmology as the study of the structure and dynamics of the
universe as a physical system posed little threat to latter day saint
theology however toward the end of the nineteenth century the
focus of scientific discussion shifted to evolution and cosmogony
the study of the origins of humankind and of the universe these are
by nature much thornier for the church as an institution and for its
members because here the models and the language used by science
are necessarily different from those usually invoked by theologians
As paul points out even during this era of mormon scientism a
conservative indeed a reactionary trend was developing led at first
by joseph fielding smith and later by bruce R mcconkie paul has
coined the term neoliteralismliteralismneo to describe their literal interpreta-
tion of the creation narratives in the books of genesis moses and
abraham in preference to evolutionary theory and standard old
earth geological models of creation if we are to judge by the
statements quoted by paul it appears that among the twelve this
neoliteralistneo literalist position now predominates even though the official
positions taken by the first presidency seem not to explicitly reject
scientific points of view

much as widespread speculation on the plurality of worlds in
the nineteenth century was a part of the intellectual universe of
orson pratt current attitudes toward science among church author-
ities mirror a fundamental ambivalence about science now found in
the general population fully half of all americans no longer believe
that the theory of evolution correctly describes the origin ofhuman-
kind though it is arguable that the version of evolution in which
they do not believe bears scant resemblance to current scientific
theories or models given the recondite vocabulary of current
scientific debates about origins exemplified by such interdiscipli-
nary arcana as biophysical geochemistry it is unlikely that anyone in
the leading councils of the church will provide interpretive discus-
sion like that found in elder widtsoesWidtsoes A rational theology 5 the
tremendous strains of a truly worldwide church on its leadership
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leave precious little leisure for such things instead the increasing
number of mormon scientists who now do leading edge science in
these areas must leamlearn to explain their work from an LDS point of
view to a curious church public

the tragedy of the neoliteralists inside the church and out
is their evident determination to freeze both theology and science at
the current or even at a previous stage of understanding thus they
have failed to comprehend that the relentless self critical drive of
astrophysics and the revolutionary partnership of physics and biol-
ogy have completely changed the terms of the debate over theories
of creation evolution and the origins of man and the universe the
feared and imagined darwinist enemy is no longer inside the gates
he probably does not even exist current discussions of biological
science are full of words like self organization smart genes and
anti chaos all hinting at purpose self organization and other

plainly ontological and teleological concepts which scientists as a
rule dislike but which the scientific evidence no longer permits
them to avoid 6 pauls study of the neoliteralistneo literalist reaction to science
deserves a sequel in which the evolution debate is set in its current
cultural and scientific context just as he has juxtaposed the discus-
sion of plurality of worlds and cosmogony with the current search
for extraterrestrial intelligence

if and when such a sequel is written it ought also to incorpo-
rate an analysis of two more recent developments in cosmogony and
evolution one is the impact of nonlinear dynamics7dynamics7 on our under-
standing of human freedom our approach to this seminal problem
in both theology and the behavioral sciences must change because
the nonlinear version of newtonian mechanics is forcing scientists
to give up the traditional link between deterministic ie lawful
behavior and predictability 8 the other is the so called dark matter
or missing mass problem the discovery that the visible matter on
which all present cosmologiescosmologies are based may amount to as little as
five percent of the total mass of the universe 9 should this turn out to
be the case our present cosmological theories and the underlying
physics would have to be viewed merely as special cases of far more
general and still undiscovered laws

one crucial aspect of the scientific enterprise figures only
marginally in pauls analysis the mechanisms of consensus which
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shape the character of theory and experimentation in the scientific
community science is not just an activity carried out by curious
individuals determined to ferret out the stubborn irreducible facts
of nature 10 it is more importantly an ongoing conversation in
search of truth carried out under mutually agreed rules of art and
sustained by a community subscribing to a common faith in that
larger purpose the dreary repetition of such statements as there
is no conflict between true science and true religion tends to
obscure this central truth for many latter day saints who are certain
that the end of science is to reveal the grand secret of how it all
happened or to write down the wave equation of the universe
but science defineddennedbenned as the activity in which scientists engage
depends in critical indispensable ways on scientific consensus for
the validation of knowledge what paul describes as mainstream
science is in fact the only science those who refuse to submit to
the discipline ofcritical review within the scientific community may
have training or advanced degrees in science but they are only
spuddingstuddingspudding in their own gardens not practicing any science worthy
of the name

paul notes for example that the church education system re-
fers in its institute classroom materials to reputable scientists who
are said to endorse young earth theories but science is public
knowledge 12 based on consensus and no such position is accepted
at the present time anywhere in the scientific community young
earth theories are of course sustained by conservative evangelical
christians under the guise of creationism but it is not clear that
latter day saint theology should be moved to a position having so

much in common with the larger world view of creation science
just to save the appearances

As paul suggests the debate over science and religion also
suffers from the pervasive confusion of technology with science
technology and science are now more intimately intertwined with
each other than ever in the past and are generally viewed by the
public as inseparable however their motivations sources ofknowl-
edge and cultural impact are vastly different technology with its
practical bent for doing what can and must be done stands apart
from science just as religion often stands apart from theology
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the lensmakerslensmakers of delft operating without the benefit or hin-
drance of theories of optical physics gave to galileo and newton
the instruments with which they dismantled the cosmology of the
medieval church indeed technology is to science in many ways
what religion is to theology technology tempers science forces it
out of comfortable paradigms creates societal justification for the
pursuit of science and simultaneously provides science with new
tools technology not only has a certain kinship with religion but
indeed can be serviceable to it president spencer W kimball was
fond of observing that god revealed the paraphernalia of modem
technology to man to bring temporal and spiritual blessings to his
children 13 this intermingling of motivations and benefits may well
be a principal source of the ambivalent attitude toward science now
common inside and outside the church

thus though this book is unlikely to be the last word on the
complex interactions between science theology and latter day
saint religion there can be no question that erich robert paul has
brought new clarity and depth to the issues most mormon presen-
tations of the science and religion debate such as henry euringseyringsEyrings
reflections of a scientist 14 or the more recent essays by robert
fletcher victor cline and carlfredcar1fredearlfredCarlcarifred broderick in A thoughtful
fuithfaith15faith tumturntub on the ways individuals resolve the dilemmas of
personal belief while living in an overwhelmingly secular and scien-
tific culture while these are unquestionably crucial issues for indi-
vidualsvi such writings give little guidance for evaluating our stance
vis ad vis science as a cultural and intellectual enterprise by setting the
science religion debate in its historical context paul has presented
us with a well marked guidebook for understanding how we got to
where we are

where we take the discussion from this point however is
problematical whatwilliamjameswilliamWillia mJamesjames called that passion for unity and
smoothness which is in some minds so insatiateinsatiate1616 operated in the
middle ages to claim for religion the role of supreme arbiter of the
fundamental questions of life in the nineteenth century the claim of
conventional theologies for an imperial stewardship over human
thought and culture was ceded to science but that grant of cultural
power has brought no peace and precious little insight into the
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human condition writing at the high water mark ofamericas post
world war II11 enthusiasm for science jacques barzun observed that

it is not just because science is unfixed tentative often backtracking
and always unorganized that it is unfit for monarchical rule far more
disqualifying is its irrelevance in a myriad situations that are of
immediate moment to living beings the facts that science collects
the models it invents the relations it measures are in those situations
meaningless or disorienting to livefive in society which is to say in
the relations of love work conversation parenthood or conviviality
calls for judgments incommensurable with those of scientific fact
and truth 17

nevertheless science is an important part of our culture and its
inseparable companion technology provides material benefits we
cannot and at least in some cases should not do without

it appears that the root of our conflict is that in theology as in
science we can know and prophesy only in part until that which is

perfect is come 1 cor 131310151010 however where either science or
theology is uncertain latter day saints have no reason to resort to
conflict let alone to warfare As paul points out mormon theology
makes man and woman necessary rather than contingent partners
with god in the creation and redemption of the universe hence the
search for meaning in either science or theology when pursued in
faith with our divinely ordained intellectual and spiritual endow-
ment must necessarily be pleasing to god given a religion predi-
cated on the belief that god will yet reveal manygreat and important
things A of F 9 and given a science in which the ground shifts
constantly to incorporate new discoveries and models it scarcely
makes sense to construct a maginot line between the two

NOTES

one minor problem occurs in pauls explanations of quantum theory and
relativity relativity is indeed a field theory but field theory is not opposed to quan-
tum theory quantum field theories have shaped cosmology through the theory of
elementary particles and the big bang as well as providing the basis for modem
condensed matter physics

I21 the two books which shaped the attitudes ofindividuals toward discussions
ofscience and religionwerereligionwere bothproductsboth products ofthe darwin erajohnwiuiamera john william drapers
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